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The motto of Angel Babybox Pte Ltd is to create baby-centric products. Handcrafted with 

the modern parents and their baby in mind. Choosing only non toxic and micro-luxurious 

materials for the comfort and safety of your baby. 

Angel Babybox is the creation of a team of working and modern career minded individu-

als who values design, micro-luxury, convenience and are travel-intensive.  We spent a 

year into researching the needs of similar like minded individuals and created an 

ergonomically designed product, which values tradition in modernity, safety and luxury 

for both parents and their beloved new born.

About Us
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“The Angel Babybox is an evolution of the original (traditionally Finnish) babybox, which 

is a simple box with a tight fitting crib sheet for the baby to sleep in. Providing an 

enhanced babybox experience, the Angel Babybox has all the benefits of the original 

babybox with improved safety, use-ability and comfort. Just like the original babybox, 

there are no soft, loose bedding in the baby's sleep area, except for a tight fitting crib 

sheet. It is the traditional babybox re-born, for the new generation.”
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Unique Design Proposition

The registered design features a quick one step to transform in from a babybox for sleeping 

to a play/dressing mat, that allows it to double up as a playmat to extend its usefulness and 

flatpacked for transportation. The transformation is seamless and simple. The larger opening 

to smaller base angled design ergonomically facilitates easy management and carrying the 

baby in and out; it also provides better visibility for parents/care-takers with a wider viewing 

angle. 

Angel Babybox is compact, easy to assemble, and easy to transport in its carry case, making 

it easy to take on the go any time needed.

Angel Babybox can be used as a 1) Gift Box, 2) Sleeping Pod, 

3) Playmat / Dressing Mat and 4) Flat Pack for travelling
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Sleeping PodGift Box

Play Mat / Dressing Mat Flat Pack
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British Standard (BS EN) 1130 certified

Safety Enhancement Features
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Feather-weight Reinforced FoamTM

The Angel Babybox features a lightweight and 
flexible foam reinforced by a polypropylene layer 
with square honeycomb profile, providing optimal 
lightness, comfort, strength and durability

Lightweight
Poly Foam

Square honey
comb PP layer



Product Specifications

Product Dimensions

960 x 600 x 300mm (Closed Box)

1370 x 1110 x 10mm (Opened Mat)

960 x 600 x 80mm (Flat Pack)

Weight: ~ 8kg

Materials

Base: Non-toxic EVA foam

Base cover : Eco-friendly 100% Japanese cotton

The lid structure is made from the same Non-toxic foam core wrapped with 

100% Japanese cotton

For more information, please contact us at the following:

alice@angel-babybox.com
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